Models are usually domain specific and even traditionally strictly system-specific. Various modeling tools have sprung up to try to accommodate many systems simultaneously, such as state space and nonlinear dynamics models. As system complexity and data quantity creep up, attempts at a unified systems theory have become more rampant. Network theory is one of the fields that has been recently engaged in this effort, even termed « network science ». Network theory tools exist in many domains, and have been used widely without consolidating efforts for at least 40-50 years. In this paper, we examine the relevance, benefits and deficiencies of network representation and analysis for engineering systems, and at the end recommend alternatives.
mixtures; abstract connections, such as a transportation route. Links and nodes can have different capacities and costs, maintenance routines, dynamics. Link existence can vary with time. All of these properties of real systems make simple graph representations inadequate for a useful model. This does not mean that simple metrics from a pure graph model could not be useful for engineering analysis. The key in this type of modeling is i) picking the right level of abstraction, ii) encoding the right level of detail. We call this approach "augmented network modeling for engineering design".
Various fields have applied network modeling to engineering applications, such as operations research (supply chains), electrical engineering (circuit (controls) theory), and more recently systems engineering (new systems of systems approaches). Most have found good algorithms to solve particular problems but met overall difficulty in applying general models due to domain knowledge specificity. Some of the successful models are discrete-continuous state-space models and object-process networks for formation flight vehicle networks and space mission planning [Bounova 2005 ] [Simmons 2005 ][Hybrid Lab].
In this paper, we propose a state-space-like augmented network model, with high-level simple abstract network description and deeper level of engineering detail description content. We first give examples of real systems models, with their network description and brief discussion of simple network statistics. Then, we describe in detail one of the models and discuss the benefits and deficiencies of network representation and how it can be adjusted.
Model -System Examples
An augmented network model is an attempt to capture domain-specific knowledge and yet be able to extract and analyze higher-level network properties. This method does not claim to solve the modeling problems of all systems imaginable, and it does require hard additional work for application adaptation. However such a hybrid representation allows a general plug-in of many models to the same network analysis toolbox. To investigate the relevance of network models, we analyze five different systems, some of which biological, social and technological. Those are described briefly in the following sections.
Journal Publication Network for the MIT Engineering System Division Community
This is a social network example, consisting of 196 journals as nodes: two journals are connected if one faculty member publishes in both. All nodes and links are of the same type and all links are bidirectional by definition. The data is gathered by taking a poll and recording citations. Figure 1 shows the entire dataset with its giant component and isolated clusters. The general journal area/topic is also indicated for the different clusters. The clustering per topic confirms that every faculty member publishes in a certain area, as expected. The more heterogeneous giant component (labeled "core") indicates that many researchers that publish in a few fields thus leading to an interdisciplinary department. The most connected journal is Management Science.
Figure 1: Journal publications network: two journals are connected if one faculty member publishes in both. 16 connected clusters are identified, as labeled.
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Car Frame Assembly Network
The assembly network of passenger car frame components has been studied in the context of looking for multiple design alternatives for embedding flexibility into product components [Suh 2004 ]. In Figure 3 the rectangles represent individual components, i.e. nodes in the component network. The arcs represent physical connectivity between the components. The nodes are not identical: each one of them represents a uniquely different item, even though some nodes might be very similar, i.e. mirror images of each other due to symmetry of the vehicle. This is an example of a mechanical network in which geometry and relative position matters as much as pure connectivity for the proper operation of the system. Each component can be identified by its different name, position with respect to other components and different structure and function. 
Space Transportation Network Model
There are states in space which a spacecraft occupy with minimal energy expense (ex. orbiting). State transitions require energy leaps, in the form of fuel burns, provided by the vehicle itself or an external force (another vehicle, by-passing a planet etc). Naturally, states can be modeled as nodes and transitions as links, so that the mission time-value is concentrated in the nodes, while the mission cost-energy spent is contained mainly in the links. This is not a perfect assumption, because transitions are not instantaneous and states are not cost-free (ex: stationkeeping and correction maneuvers). This representation without the inherent dynamics is shown in Figure 4 . Here, neither all nodes, nor all links are of the same type. There are three types of nodes, surface, orbit and operational sequence nodes, and around 16 types of links, such as deorbit burn, orbit injection, landing and so on. This model was created with the purpose of generating and evaluating many architectures (scenarios) for lunar missions. 
Comparative Analysis, Network Statistics
For all the systems discussed above, we discuss structure and dynamics analyzed with network modeling tools. Traditional network metrics, similar to the literature [Newman 2003 ], are shown in Table 1 . Even from a coarse look, the simple network metrics in Table 1 , show that even among technological networks, there is a great variety of directed versus undirected models, many versus few number of nodes, physical networks versus abstract (state transition) models. The average path length and diameter measures show the relative size of the network. For example, an average pathlength which is a small percentage of the number of nodes, is one of the characteristics of a small world. For the systems presented here, in general technological systems are not small worlds because of the effect of geometry and the importance of Euclidean distance. Degree correlations vary regardless of the type of system, sociological, biological or technological, contrary to claims that it should either positive or negative [Newman 2003 ]. Mean degree is smaller for technological systems in general, due to capacity, geometry and degrees of freedom constraints, but that varies from abstract to physical models. The space transportation network which is an abstract network, has a twice higher average nodal degree. Finally, all systems have different objectives for operations or performance measures.
A lot of network analysis concentrates on understanding system structure, modules, cohesiveness and hence critical components or nodes. Two structural experiments were done to gauge the relevance of these methods for technological systems. Another focus in the network literature for system analysis is node centrality. Various measures of centrality exist, the simplest of which are degree centrality and betweenness centrality (also closeness, eigen-centrality, etc). Degree distributions and node significance have been widely employed in understanding structure and dynamics of social networks. To see how these considerations relate to the variety of systems we explore, we look at adjacency matrix dot alignments. That means aligning nodes against nodes and drawing dots if a link between two of them exists. Depending on the node order in this plot, interesting or no patterns can emerge. Figure 7 shows the matrix alignments for the systems in this study. The matrices are ordered by design (as recorded), by increasing nodal degree, increasing betweenness and then increasing eigen-centrality. It is evident right away that for a different system, different metrics contain the important structural information. For example, the design plot and the degree plot do not tell much about the MAPK pathway. The betweenness plot on the other hand shows obvious structure. In the case of the technological networks, it can be argued that the design plot (which is probably recorded component-wise) contains the most information. In any case, our aim was to show that traditional network metrics and structural considerations cannot be applied to all systems equal. In engineering systems, compared to node analysis, path finding is more important. This is because parts and components are more likely to be well-defined, engineered and understood, whereas the whole system might have an emergent behavior. Often an engineer cares about change propagation (stress, cracks, innovation) or in mission analysis, optimal path finding, given thousands of options. Thus understanding the network relationships in the system has an inherently different purpose. Technological systems have to be operated, often fulfill a single purpose or have some finite functional spectrum. The main difference is that they do not emerge, but are designed to operate. So any structural analysis, should at a minimum uncover the schematics of the designer. As we saw, simple network models do not represent the structure of complex engineering systems very well. Our interest is less in structure, but more so in dynamics, operation at various levels and eventually growth, expansion or shrinking of the system. A car frame propagates vibration and has to be integral, yet somewhat modular to withstand design changes without complete replacement. A space transportation network only serves to provide route optimization for mission planning. To serve a design challenge right, such a model has to convey the right level of information -where can one get to physically and how much effort does it take? While there is politics involved in design decisions, one can only attempts to make an objective decision, as many design teams have done. 
Augmented Network Model
The key characteristics of an augmented network model are that i) it contains more information than an edge list, ii) every model is domain-specific and iii) network theoretical tools can be used for global analysis, especially in pointing to interesting areas for research.
1. Node refinement As argued in previous sections, understanding and designing an engineering system required domain knowledge and models augmented with engineering detail. We have tested a simple methodology for such proposed analysis using the space transportation model, described in Section 1.2.4. Nodes have three types (surface, sequence and orbit) and are described with relevant names, types, geometrical coordinates, set of states, internal node time counter, associated delta V (change in velocity magnitude), if any. 
Edge refinement
The next step is edge refinement. Given the model used, state-space, physical, geometrical, links can have different meaning. An acquaintance link can be described simply as a node pair, while a protein interaction edge can be augmented by environmental conditions under which interaction was detected, frequency of interaction, activation or inhibition and so on. In the case of the spacenet model, a link has associated delta V (fuel burn) and associated type (describing the state transition).
For example, the TMI link described in Figure 8 , connects an orbit node to another orbit node, hence its type is orb2orb. Figure 9 : Translunar injection link example. It is specified in an adjacency matrix, as a link between EO (Earth orbit) and TO (transfer orbit)
Rules of Dynamics
The use of more detailed, design-relevant node and link description is to be able to encode rules of dynamics. For example, a link might be temporal, that is, it exists, but not at all times. There is a tight launch window from Earth orbit to lunar orbit, and then the lunar surface, that depends on the desired landing location. In general, the rules of dynamics describe what transitions (links) are possible under what conditions.
Physical Simulation
The system or parts of it can be simulated with given initial conditions or for a given purpose. The output, such as evaluating a pathway, can be linked to another set of models for dedicated component design for example.
Network feedback: inferring centrality and meaningful paths from
network analysis for further inspection After the physical simulation and a better understanding of the system, this process can be iterated with investigating different network perspectives of the entire model.
Conclusion
These are apparently systems of different domains, size and level of heterogeneity. The relevance of network modeling is variable in each case, because of the domain biases and data collection problems, as well as the implications for analysis and design. For example, social network studies have long been employed to study community structure, functional clusters and prominent nodes. Network structure and topology studies are fairly straightforward to do with homogeneous networks. In biological and technological systems domain knowledge becomes essential. We discussed examples of technological systems where structure is not simple to detect, and which cannot be modeled with homogeneous models. Finally, we present an augmented methodology for engineering design. Our model has been applied to do design in the case of the space transportation network [Bounova 2006 ].
